
The death of a child is one of the hardest events to endure. Indeed, one doesn’t
really endure it, the way that it sinks the heart, darkens the emotions, distorts the
mind, and roils the soul. The natural order of things is that the parent dies before the
child, preferably in ripe old age, long after the child has grown, best when the child
has children and maybe even grandchildren. Then, life fulfills its promise. The
death of a child breaks life’s promise, robs the bank, leaving life’s account well
short, insufficient, unfulfilled, while saddling the surviving parents with a lifelong
debt of grief, paid only on their own demise.

God, some say, does poorly for not having intervened, not having saved the child,
when he surely could have done so. No one rightly holds a grieving parent’s
questions, confusion, desperation, against them. Nor do trite answers to such loss
help. Neither Christians nor anyone else should offer easy answers. The time of a
parent’s loss may instead be a time for silence, for mourning with those who mourn,
weeping with those who weep, as Romans 12:15 counsels.

Somewhere in the loss, though, maybe months or years later, parents may find
answers, not as solace or comfort but as truth, as reassurance that God always does
right, not that God wills the death of children, which God certainly does not. God
saves rather than destroys. Satan destroys, as humans destroy themselves and one
another, whether through malice, abuse, or neglect. A corrupted and therefore
decaying world facilitates death. Children die of illness, homicide, carelessness,
accident, and even their own unfortunate neglect. God does not sanction these
causes, leaving only the question of why he permits them.

God could make children indestructible, which would be strange indeed and likely
produce many unintended harms. Children can be incorrigible in learning the
lessons of adulthood as it is. Imagine if they knew that they could suffer no harm.
God could also intervene with countless instant acts of saving grace every time a
child faced hazard, which would likely produce the same intolerable unintended
effect of guaranteeing the carelessness of both children and parents. Child abuse or
neglect? What would matter if God always protected? We might then truly have a
world of utter evil, although only God knows.

This foolish speculation, though, may teach us exactly that point that God knows
best, not that the lesson is ever fully satisfying. God knows best, but still, we don’t



know enough to make the pain of child loss bearable. We do hope that God shows
enough of the answer for why a child should die, although we also hope not too
quickly, instead only when the time for that revelation is ripe, which for some
parents may not be until they join their child in heaven. Rational answers are
possible, such as that the child is better off assured of Jesus in heaven, although no
such answer necessarily relieves the pain, and to a parent having just lost a child, all
such ready answers may seem pat, easy, trite.

God hides from us, Isaiah 45:15 reports, but God surely does so that we may seek
him, including through our most-difficult experiences. Child death requires courage,
compassion, patience, perseverance, endurance, and ultimately a measure of the
most-humble faith, from surviving parents and those who grieve with them. The
expression of these qualities doubtless makes the world a better place. Stand
alongside a parent who lost a child many years earlier. As they reminisce over their
awful loss, listen carefully to their faith. You will likely soon perceive that you
stand alongside a faith giant. Draw heavily from their faith inspiration, because for
that faith they paid a great price.

God also knows our pain because he, too, lost a child, in fact two children: the one
who just died and the One whom he gave in sacrifice to save the life of the recently
departed child. God grieves with our present loss of the just-departed child, as
Jesus, God incarnate, wept over Lazarus and was so deeply moved at the death of a
widow’s son as to raise the son back to life. One cannot imagine the pain God felt to
see his perfect Son lifted in torture on man’s horrible cross, burdened with the full
sin of humankind, of which the Son had no part. God is not distant, aloof, hardened.
He weeps, grieves, suffers with us, as his Son, his only child, suffered on the cross.

A parent might still reasonably ask, why not save my child among all other
children, my only child, attending at least to my acute loss? God, though, does not
show favoritism, the apostle Peter said, as Acts 10:34 records. That one parent
suffers this most-acute loss instead of another, does not alone warrant relief. Yet that
God does not favor one over another does not mean that he treats us alike. God
knows what each of us can bear. Among the children who live and children who
die, who knows but that God is restoring those children whose parents somehow
most need it? We have every reason in God’s loving and omniscient nature to



suspect the best from him in every bad situation, among which this situation of
child death is the worst. As God is humble, so, too, should we show him our
humility, marked especially by this trust.

This discussion may be what Christianity best supplies, more so than simple
answers. Sit quietly with parents who suffer the loss of a child. Do not fear to grieve
most deeply with them. Remain silent, letting your willingness to weep with them
show them that you support them in your loss. When they wish to speak, listen.
When they wish you to speak, find some way, perhaps like something in the above
discussion, to support their trust in a God who also lost a child, indeed gave his Son
away so that the grieving parent’s departed child would instantly have a new best
friend in a playground paradise.


